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Adapting to teaching online and learning – a panel discussion  

 
The COVID-19 pandemic has been a challenging time for all and has forced the world to become 
more ‘digital’. For educators and their students, the current situation has meant adapting to 
teaching and learning mainly online, with no face-to-face interaction. In a live panel discussion, Dr 
Shehzad Naroo, Professor Philip Morgan and Dr David Hammond, along with five of their 
Optometry students, Daniel Wright, Rashida Makda, Emily Mather, Josh Cannon and Hannah 
Jackson, joined Professor Craig Woods as Chair to discuss discussed their positive and negative 
experiences in the move to more online learning. 
 

 
 

View the recorded lecture on IACLETOP 
 
The webinar began with the five students explaining the various online teaching and learning 
processes that were already in place at their universities before the pandemic. Hearing from all 
three Universities – Aston University, University of Manchester and Deakin University – it was clear 
that the students had been exposed to a vast amount of virtual learning already.  
 
At Aston University, students enjoyed the flexibility of having access to pre-recorded lectures 
alongside attending face-to-face discussions as it gave them the option of being able to watch the 
online content both before and after the discussion sessions. Daniel Wright from Aston University 
summarised the benefit of this approach by noting that he liked having ‘the digital resources 
accessible to augment my revision’.  



 
At the University of Manchester, some teaching modules are designed in a ‘flipped teaching’ style 
where all the learning materials are accessible online, and discussion tutorials are held where 
students discuss what they have learned and are able to ask questions related to the online material 
learned. Josh Cannon from the University of Manchester said that he liked this aspect of the virtual 
learning experience as it confirmed his understanding of certain topics.  
 
Deakin University’s virtual learning base is heavily integrated into the course, particularly in the 
placement component of the degree as the students and educators use virtual learning as their key 
educational platform. Hannah Jackson from Deakin University said that this approach was a good 
way for staying on track as she is able to easily revisit taught materials.  
 
Overall, it seemed all the students enjoyed having online virtual platforms to complement their face-
to-face teaching. However, with COVID-19 largely eliminating face-to-face teaching, the students 
agreed that there were some missing elements in the move purely online teaching. Hannah 
mentioned she missed being able to quickly ask a question during face-to-face sessions. She also said 
that virtual learning tended to allow for learning at a slower pace compared to a face-to-face 
traditional environment. Daniel noted that face-to-face teaching gave him a level of personal 
accountability for engaging with the seminars as it can become harder to motivate yourself when 
learning from home and when there are no set times for lectures and seminars.  
 
Dr David Hammond said the time commitment of moving all teaching to online could double the 
contact hours for students who might then not engage with the materials being taught. He also said 
the COVID-19 pandemic had ended all usual day-to-day activities which meant students quickly 
turned their attention to education and ‘ate up all the resources we provided in record time and 
then asked for more’. So, this period has been challenging for students and educators alike.   
 
Professor Philip Morgan explained that the changes introduced at University of Manchester in the 
past six months would typically take 2-3 years in a university environment, into a 6-month period. In 
normal circumstances a novel university initiative would typically go through a long process of 
discussion, trial, reflection and improvement; this has not been possible in the pandemic.    
 
As an educator, learning how to use completely new software under pressure and in a very short 
space of time was a particular challenge reported by IACLE President Dr Shehzad Naroo in the move 
to teaching online. However, he found this to be a good personal learning experience and found that 
the software would be something he would use in the future.  
 
Other challenges highlighted by the educators: 
 

• Suddenly not being surrounded by other colleagues makes it harder to ask for help 
• The sudden change to exam formats and moving to open book style exams 
• Student wellbeing: knowing the students aren’t in physical contact with their course mates 

and staff in the clinics  
• ‘Technology is an amplifier’ says Dr David Hammond. He said if a piece of technology isn’t 

working correctly, it can really detract the students from their ability to learn 
• Establishing proper connections with students  


